
Dear user, we wish to inform you that your personal data, necessary to be able to contact you following your requests entered in our 
contact form on our website www.icat.it, will be processed in the manner set out below, in order to collect your adequately informed 
consent, in compliance with the European Union Regula=on no. 2016/679 (hereinaFer the "Regula=on"). 

Data Controller - is ICAT S.R.L .. You can contact the Data Controller through the following contact details: telephone: 075914971 e-
mail: info@icat.it. 

  Types of data processed - We will process data such as:

- Name, Surname, E-mail, Company name, Company address.

Purpose of the processing and legal basis  - The data are acquired from the interested party and are freely provided by you. 

The personal data provided with this form will be processed, mainly by computer and telemaOc methods, for the execuOon of the 
service requested by you. The legal basis of the processing is idenOfied in the consent (ArOcle 6, paragraph 1, leTer a) of RegulaOon 
(EU) 2016/679), which can be revoked at any Ome without prejudice to the lawfulness of the processing based on the consent given 
before. of the revocaOon. 

Categories of subjects that process your data  - The employees and collaborators of ICAT S.R.L. may be authorized / 

designated to process your data, under the responsibility of the owner. Apart from these hypotheses, the data will not be disclosed 
to third parOes or disseminated, except in the cases specifically provided for by naOonal or European Union law. Your personal data 
are not subject to disclosure or to any fully automated decision-making process, including profiling. 

Data reten:on period  - It should be noted that, in compliance with the principles of lawfulness, purpose limitaOon and data 

minimizaOon pursuant to art. 5 of the RegulaOon, your personal data will be kept for the period of Ome necessary to achieve the 
purposes for which they are collected and processed. Therefore, the data will be processed only for the Ome necessary to answer 
the quesOons asked and then be deleted or made anonymous. 

Rights of the interested party  - As an interested party, you can exercise the rights provided for in ArOcles 15 to 22 of RegulaOon 

(EU) 2016/679, such as access to your data, recOficaOon, cancellaOon of the same or limitaOon of processing. You also have the right 
to request the portability of your data and to oppose automated decision-making processes. Such requests may be addressed to the 
Data Controller. Finally, you have the right to lodge a complaint with the Guarantor as the supervisory authority according to the 
established procedures. 


